Abstract: This paper first comments on the surprisingly poor status that Quantum Chemistry has offered to the fantastic intuition of Lewis concerning the distribution of the electrons in the molecule. Then, it advocates in favor of a hierarchical description of the molecular wave-function, distinguishing the physics taking place in the valence space (in the bond and between the bonds), and the dynamical correlation effects. It is argued that the clearest pictures of the valence electronic population combine two localized views, namely the bond (and lone pair) Molecular Orbitals and the Valence Bond decomposition of the wave-function, preferably in the orthogonal version directly accessible from the complete active space self consistent field method. Such a reading of the wave function enables one to understand the work of the nondynamical correlation as an enhancement of the weight of the low-energy VB components, i.e. as a better compromise between the electronic delocalization and the energetic preferences of the atoms. It is suggested that regarding the bond building, the leading dynamical correlation effect may be the dynamical polarization phenomenon. It is shown that most correlation effects do not destroy the bond electron pairs and remain compatible with Lewis' vision. A certain number of free epistemological considerations have been introduced in the development of the argument. 
ful for the interpretation of the molecular excitation by light. In this new representation, the concept of electron pair survives, but it is no longer located in a bond space, it spreads on the whole molecular space and is characterized by a specific energy and nodal properties of its wave-function. The energy has replaced the space, which was the key of Lewis' view. The success of this new, essentially quantum, description of the electronic population was such that it became part of all Chemistry curses. In the sixties, excellent chemists (authors of popular text-books) pretended that electron spin resonance spectroscopy enabled them to ''see'' the reality of the canonical MOs. (The modern spin-density maps obtained from neutron diffraction studies would have reinforced their confidence in the reality of the singly occupied MOs). The basic objections of those saying that the only wave-function of an n-electron system is n-electronic, and that it can be expressed or approached from any basis of mono-electronic (or bi-electronic) functions were considered as a rather meaningless doctrinal expression.
Then, Chemistry entered in some sort of schizophrenia. In most universities the students, who were used thinking with the Lego game of Lewis, learnt a purely delocalized and nonintuitive quantum-based description as being the physically relevant or true one. Of course, some quantum chemists, among whose one may quote Coulson, 2 Lennard-Jones and his co-workers, Hall and Pople, 3 had shown the perfect compatibility of the quantum description with Lewis' intuition. The delocalized symmetry-adapted SCF MOs could be rotated and transformed into bond and lone pairs localized MOs without changing the HF determinant. And the topic of the localized MO picture received the practical benefit of the tools of localization techniques furnished in particular by Edmiston and Ruedenberg 4 and by Foster and Boys. 5 But the epistemologically surprising point is that the demonstration of this compatibility is practically absent from most text-books in Quantum Chemistry, as if this reconciliation between a qualitative absolutely fundamental picture and the basic principles of Physics was not necessary! The fact that the localizing criterion is not unique is sometimes taken as an argument against this transformation. As suggested by the vocabulary, the ''canonical'' MOs are presented as the orthodox way of thinking, the other ones becoming more or less heretical. In fact the flexibility in the choice of the localized MOs is more an advantage than a drawback. From a conceptual point of view the important point is that one may perfectly define bond (or fragment) localized SCF MOs from a Lewis picture by projecting the guess MOs designed from the bond bars into the Fermi sea and eventually orthogonalizing the resulting projections (external localization techniques 6 ), thus establishing a direct correspondence between the qualitative Lewis drawing and a variational calculation.
Actually, the delocalized description and the definition of canonical MOs are not necessary. One may perfectly reach directly SCF localized MOs, either by using a localizing potential in the SCF equations, as proposed by Adams, 7 Gilbert, 8 or Anderson, 9 or by starting from guess bond MOs and iteratively satisfying the Brillouin's theorem without delocalizing the MOs. 10 One may generalize these techniques to Multi-Reference descriptions as well, 11 and as will be discussed later on, 2-electrons in 2-MO Complete Active Space SCF (CASSCF) calculations provide bonding and antibonding bond orbitals of high quality. 12 This possibility of a direct access to bond MOs actually gives support to Lewis' view. The main purpose of the present paper is to show that the relevance of the idea of bond pairs of electrons goes far beyond the possible localization of the SCF MOs, that it survives in correlated wave functions and helps to understand the physical content of the electronic correlation. To perform this analysis we shall make use of both localized bond MOs (bonding and valence antibonding MOs) and of atom-centered orbitals, in order to perform a Valence Bond type analysis of the correlated wave function. These ingredients are directly and optimally furnished by the valence CASSCF treatments, which also provide an excellent point of departure for the study of the dynamical correlation effects. Our analysis enters into a general trend, namely the return to locality in explicitly correlated treatments.
Actually, as soon as one goes beyond the mean-field approximation and wants to treat extensively the electronic correlation effects, the use of delocalized MOs becomes meaningless in large systems, since one adds a rapidly increasing number of double excitations whose individual contributions decrease with the size of the system. Treating the correlation problem from delocalized MOs for a system of increasing size consists in ''building a larger and larger pyramid from smaller and smaller stones''. The present methodological developments targeting the treatment of extended or periodic systems by quantum chemical techniques have led to a re-evaluation of localized approaches. Of course, one may express all the computational steps in terms of Atomic Orbitals through the use of density matrices, 13 but several strategies make use of localized MOs, either occupied and virtual 10 or occupied only. 14, 15 (One may even wonder whether the satisfaction of the SCF step for the definition of the orbitals is compulsory, and whether it would not be possible to treat simultaneously the inter-bond delocalization and the electronic correlation from strongly localized bond MOs, built according to Lewis' picture. This was the key idea of the semi-empirical PCILO method, 16 which was in the spirit of previous works by Hurley et al., 17 Parks and Parr, 18 and McWeeny 19 and which happened to be surprisingly efficient. It should have deserved to receive an ab initio translation.) But, our effort here is more an attempt of comprehension than a computational strategy.
Numbers and Images Versus Concepts and Schematic Drawings
At this point one might also comment on some modern trends in Quantum Chemistry practices. Many authors tend to deliberately ignore the chemical bond problem, as an obsolete and irrelevant picture. Encouraged by their numerical successes, they only publish the observables that are produced by their computational tools; for instance, the equilibrium geometry and the vibrational frequencies, without taking the risk of writing bond bars between the closest atoms. Drawing bond bars of course becomes risky when the studied molecule is a transient one, or violates the well-known rules of valences of atoms, and becomes rather ambiguous. This happens frequently when one considers heavy-atom containing architectures, which may be seen as tran-scriptions of basic organic molecules (for instance X 2 H 4 , with X ¼ Sn or Pb, analogs of ethylene 20 ), and which actually present unexpected structural and electronic features. But this is precisely a challenging situation where chemists would desire to receive from theoreticians new representations of the bonding mechanisms, new elements of the molecular Lego game, new rules to interpret the possible existence of, say, three-atom twoelectron bonds. Leaving this task to only deliver accurate numbers for specific systems, Quantum Chemistry misses one of its essential missions as a Science, and converts itself into a tool, an efficient computational spectroscopy.
One reaches here some fundamental questions concerning the relative roles of numbers, concepts, and visual supports in scientific knowledge, in its transmission and in its production (which are not orthogonal but have to be distinguished). The status of images, both pictures and mental images, is different from one science to another, and in a given scientific field, the call to images differs from one scientist to another, some of us being more abstractly deductive than others who proceed by intuitive and more risky analogies. But it is sure that Chemistry has been and remains a very pictorial Science, and one may expect that Quantum Chemistry helps in maintaining, as rigorously as it can, this specific relation to visual supports.
Modern Quantum Chemistry now produces in large quantities a new type of images, the quantitative pictures, presently available through computerized plots of 3D electronic or spin densities or images of MOs. The fact that they have been produced through heavy computations ensures them a high status; they seem free from the naïve and schematic characters of the handmade drawings, as if we were really contemplating the microscopic world through pictures. One may first remark that these ab initio pictures are not free from arbitrariness in the choice of the contours, which may mask a crucial phenomenon or overemphasizes minor changes. But, one touches here a general question, namely the complex relation between images and imagination. It is not sure that exceedingly complex pictures are preferable to qualitative hand-made drawings for both the understanding and the creative imagination.
The chemical bond actually is scrutinized more deeply from accurate ab initio wave-functions, who furnish almost exact electron densities. But, the electron density maps do not match directly the Lewis electron pairs. Beyond numerical indices derived from the density matrix, such as bond-orders or NBO analysis, several valuable and sophisticated instruments have been proposed for an a posteriori analysis of this density, by Daudel in his loge theory, 21 by Bader and Bedall 22 or by the ELF formalism. 23 Although they rely on a preliminary blind variational treatment, the topological properties of the spatial density actually provide interesting insights and criteria. They may confirm or invalidate a qualitative description. If they result in qualitative concepts, they may help us in understanding, complementing the Lewis' picture, which was and remains a way of design and even of evaluation (through empirical knowledge and bond-properties systematics 24 ) of the stability of a tentative molecular architecture. Quantum Chemistry is now able to reach a quantitative predictability for an extremely large domain of molecules and properties through its powerful computational algorithms, but it should maintain deduction and design in its list of missions. One may hope that in this highly computerized science deduction, rationalization and qualitative prediction remain possible and a source of intellectual pleasure.
How to Deal with the Complexity of the Molecular Wave-Function? Choice of a Strategy
Everyone knows that a precise-enough wave-function is complex, and incorporates a number of physical effects. One may of course accept this complexity as an unthinkable fact and rely entirely on computations, if possible based on firm theoretical arguments, such as those furnished by the quantum Many-Body Theory (rather than on the now prevailing pragmatism based on the quality/price ratio, which leads to sophisticated and efficient semi-empirical techniques). But the complexity is, at least partially, structured and describable, and it is a great achievement of Quantum Chemistry that it draws ways going from simple to elaborate representations. The first concept which prevails in the construction of a rational picture is the concept of hierarchy: one must propose a starting description which incorporates the leading physical effects, and then analyze the mechanisms of action of secondary effects.
One must point out at this stage an interesting epistemological problem, namely our taste for generative descriptions. By that term we mean the descriptions that give a compact zerothorder picture from which to start in order to approach the most rigorous picture by applying sophisticated refinements, eventually in a genealogic mode. The most compact zero-order picture is the Hartree-Fock (HF) determinant, from which one may enter into the correlation problem in terms of a single-reference genealogy. The first generation is composed of singly and doubly excited determinants, then triples and quadruples enter in the second one, and so on. These constructions rest on a single point of departure and give a guide for structuring the complexity and defining orders of magnitudes. The nondegenerate perturbation theory is the basic mathematical tool to build such stories, but the coupled cluster expansion is another formulation of that type. The single generator may be the HF description, but it may be as well a description closely related to the Lewis' picture if localized MOs (both occupied and virtual) are employed, and the actions of H will be clearly identified as intra-bond and inter-bond correlation effects, as will be discussed later, processes which are mixed and do not appear clearly when using delocalized MOs.
Other interpretations proposed by Quantum Chemistry involve the interactions between a reduced set of partners. These partners are atoms and atomic orbitals in Walsh's diagrams, metal atoms and ligands (and their orbitals) in crystal-field and ligand-field theories, unpaired electrons in the theory of magnetism, fragment orbitals (eventually delocalized) in many interpretations of the molecular structure, of the chemical reactivity or of its stereospecificity. Valence Bond theory, which returns to atomic orbitals, is conceptually useful, since it presents the molecular electronic order as the result of a negotiated interaction between a few structures corresponding to different distributions of the electrons in the valence Atomic Orbitals. It belongs to the family of multi-reference pictures. The reduced number of partners is the key point to build a qualitative rationalization. This rationalization requires putting the partners in their relative energetic positions, and knowing the intensity of their interactions, and this is not a simple task. A simple reduction to a few set of partners frequently represents an oversimplification of the physics. Is it possible to combine the intelligibility allowed by this reduction to a finite set of situations with rigor and accuracy? This is perhaps a major challenge of our discipline. Of course one may try to refine the few-partner approach by taking them as multiple generators. But then the genealogy becomes a terribly complex problem. It is still possible to establish a generation numbering and to say that this precise electronic distribution belongs to the first, second, or third generation according to the minimal number of actions of H, which are necessary to reach this situation from at least one of the generators. But it is not easy, even formally-and this is the matter of intense debates and developments in the domain of multi-reference treatments of the many-body problem-to assess to which extent the members of the first generation are children of the various generators, since the interferences are complex and one looses the simplicity of the single-reference expansions. The only way to return to a sufficient simplicity, compatible with an intuitive representation, consists in a return to the set of the generators, taking it as a model space of reasonable dimension into which one establishes an effective Hamiltonian. The interactions between the generators are no longer the bare ones; they are modified under the effect of events, which take place in the further generations. The theory of effective Hamiltonians, either in the most demanding version of Bloch 25 and des Cloizeaux 26 or in the more modest intermediate Hamiltonian version, 27 is the most rigorous way to simplify a complex problem, to proceed to a rational truncation of information, 28 and to establish on firm grounds a story which can start as ''everything happens between this limited family of (vectors, configurations, states. . .) as if they had such and such energies and were interacting with such strengths . . .''.
The present paper will try to propose a hierarchical view of the molecular wave function, staying in a multi-reference strategy. We shall explain our preference for valence CASSCF zerothorder descriptions, rather than traditional VB approaches, with which they are in one-to-one correspondence. We shall then attempt to make clear the physical content of the so-called nondynamical correlation, which takes place in valence space through direct interactions between VB electronic distributions. Then, we shall discuss the major contribution of the dynamical correlation to the binding energy and show that it may be seen as effective modifications of the intrinsic energies of the VB configurations, which change their relative weights in the ground state wave-function.
Valence CASSCF Wave-Functions as Variational Orthogonal Valence Bond Descriptions
The VB approach is both a way to build an approximate wavefunction and a tool for analyzing a wave-function through a return to the possible situations of the atoms entering in the chemical bond. Historically, the relative success of Heitler and London on H 2 , who obtained 90% of its binding energy by a simple singlet combination of the products of the atomic partners in their ground states, has suggested that the VB approach might represent an efficient computational tool for the study of molecules. This approach faced several difficulties, of different natures.
As long as one considered the covalent bonds in nonconjugated molecules, it was possible to extend the Heitler-London approach to each of the two-electron bonds, according to the Lewis picture of the molecule, provided that one had first proceeded to proper hybridizations of the atoms, preparing them to enter in the desired number of bonds. A local Heitler-London type treatment for each bond was conceivable, but one also had to treat what happened between the bond electron pairs, and this was not easy. And when Quantum Chemistry concentrated on the study of the systems of conjugated hydrocarbons, i.e., during the fifties and the early sixties, the VB approach met the problem of the explosion of the number of structures, while the delocalized MO picture was much simpler and provided an extremely convenient interpretation of the ionization and excitation processes. Rumer 29 tried to reduce the number of VB components by eliminating nonsinglet states, but this introduced a nonorthogonal set of products of bond-singlets, even when the Atomic Orbitals where supposed to be orthogonal, which made the computation step complex and the analysis rather ambiguous.
In this approach the bond is built from two atomic orbitals, but the preparation of these orbitals (or of the atoms) in an appropriate hybridization is far from being evident in many molecules (for instance in H 2 O).
When ab initio calculations, i.e., the handling of the exact Hamiltonian in finite basis sets, became available, the limits of the minimal basis set furnished by mean-field calculations on the atoms rapidly appeared as severe, and the extension of a VB Lego game for extended basis sets was far from evident. Again, interesting answers have been proposed to this dilemma by the VB-minded minority of Quantum Chemists, in particular, the variational GVB method. 30 This method proposed to optimize both the weights of the VB neutral determinants and the set of mono-electronic functions from which they are built. These functions appear to be localized, atom-centred, but they accept optimal delocalization tails on the surrounding atoms. In simple problems, such as H 2 , the GVB method will incorporate the ionic VB component in its formally neutral component, through that mono-electronic delocalization.
At the same time, and issued from the MO SCFþCI way of thinking, the multi-reference SCF algorithms became available. They had been designed to overcome a major failure of the single-determinantal SCF description, namely its impossibility to properly describe the bond breakings. For the study of the diradicalar breaking of a precise single bond, one simply needs to introduce a bonding MO and an antibonding MO, which may be transformed into two atom-centred orbitals. When the bond is stretched enough, i.e. strongly correlated, the 2-electrons in 2-MOs CASSCF treatments automatically localize themselves on that bond. At the equilibrium geometry, a careless computation may converge on delocalized MOs or on the MOs of another (more correlated) bond. But a rather fascinating result is that when one enters guess bonding and antibonding MOs on a given bond, whatever its bond length, one always finds a localized CASSCF solution concerning this precise bond, and one may treat the bond dissociation in a continuous manner. 12 The existence of an independent (2e À in 2MO) CASSCF solution for each bond can be considered as a prejudice-free confirmation of the Lewis idea of the bond electron pair. It also furnishes the best bonding and antibonding MOs of the bond, hence by a localizing unitary transform, the best atom-centred valence orbitals contributing to this bond. The hybridized character of these orbitals is variationally optimized, thus escaping one drawback of the traditional VB approaches. In double bonds one may either treat independently the electron pairs of and bonds, or perform a (4e À in 4MO) CASSCF calculation.
More generally, when the number of active electrons is equal to the number of valence electrons and the number of active orbitals is equal to the number of valence Atomic Orbitals, the CASSCF function defines a set of molecularly adapted valence mono-electronic functions and provides a variational transcription of the traditional VB description. The size of the valence CAS is identical to the size of the VB space, (while the number of degrees of freedom in the GVB treatments is usually smaller, because of pairings of electrons). The CASSCF calculations are usually performed using symmetry-adapted delocalized orbitals but the soobtained orbitals may be transformed into localized orbitals, either bonding and antibonding bond MOs or into atom-centred orbitals. Using these molecularly adapted orthogonal atom-centered orbitals (OAOs) it becomes possible to give a VB reading of the CASSCF function. The valence CASSCF treatment represents a point of convergence of the three languages of Quantum Chemistry, namely, the symmetryadapted delocalized MO approach, the equivalent Lewis type description in terms of bond and lone pair MOs, and the VB descriptions.
A basic difference between the traditional VB approach and the VB reading of the CASSCF functions concerns the orthogonality of the mono-electronic functions. The AOs of the VB approach are nonorthogonal, while the atom-centered active MOs are orthogonal, which leads to a conceptual dilemma. 31 The relative advantages and defects of these orbitals can easily be illustrated on the H 2 elementary bond.
The Heitler-London treatment uses the 1s AOs, a and b of the separated atoms. Their overlap S increases when the bond length decreases. From them one may produce nonorthogonal neutral and ionic configurations of gerade symmetry
where the underlined orbitals are spin-orbitals of spin, the indexes n and i indicating neutral and ionic character respectively, and g the gerade character of these configurations. Their overlap is
which becomes large when the inter-atomic distance is small, as recalled in the inset of Figure 1 . The two VB components of the function in the minimal basis set are not disjointed. And this Figure 1 . The nonorthogonal and OVB treatments of H 2 in the minimal basis set, energies of the neutral and ionic VB components when compared with the exact solutions in the basis. The insert gives the overlap between the neutral and ionic VB components.
nonorthogonality can be seen as the origin of the efficiency of the original Heitler-London treatment, which only considered the ''Neutral'' component. The simplest way to produce orthogonal VB (OVB) functions consists in orthogonalizing the atomic valence orbitals through a least-delocalizing process, which is known to be the S À1/2 transformation, where S is the overlap matrix between the AOs. (This democratic transformation is not recommended when the orbital energies are extremely different, as occurs between core and valence orbitals. The low energy orbitals should be orthogonalized first, then the valence orbitals must be orthogonalized to the core ones by projecting them in the orthogonal space, then S À1/2 orthogonalized).
The orthogonalization process delocalizes the orbitals in the sense that orbital a keeps a tail on orbital b, the amplitude of which is proportional to their overlap S ab . To the first order in powers of S, the orthogonalized orbital a 0 can be written as
The orbital a 0 will present a node between atoms A and B, its kinetic energy will be higher than that of a. One may speak of an orthogonalization delocalization, although some criteria have allowed one to assert that the orbital a 0 is more concentrated than orbital a. Anyway, this approach is limited to minimal basis sets, and to valence-only configuration interactions. It can only furnish another reading of the original VB solution. In this approach, the neutral function
is no longer bound, the bond formation comes entirely from its interaction with the ionic OVB component,
of much higher energy. Figure 1 compares the energies of nonorthogonal and OVB configurations. The origin of the bond formation is presented as completely different, as due to the mixing of two orthogonal functions which allows the electrons to be both on the same atom. The valence CASSCF solution in principle defines the best set of valence mono-electronic functions, at least from an energetic point of view. One may in general reach a valence CASSCF solution when entering the self-consistent procedure with appropriate lone pair, valence bonding, and antibonding guess MOs, especially if one uses localized CASSCF procedures. These orbitals are molecularly optimized, for a level of calculation which treats the so-called nondynamical correlation effects (this treatment actually defines univocally this part of the correlation energy). For the simplest molecule, H 2 , the 2e À in 2MOs CASSCF calculation will provide a two-configuration function
where g and u are symmetry-adapted gerade and ungerade MOs. These MOs define left-and right-centered orbitals,
If one uses a minimal basis set, the orbitals a 00 and b 00 are identical to a 0 and b 0 , but their quality is much higher when using extended basis sets. At this stage it is fair to recognize that it would be possible to define optimized non orthogonal AOs from extended basis set calculations by diagonalizing the restriction of the density matrix to the AOs of each atom, which would give the most occupied AO of that atom in the molecule. But increasing the basis sets would produce more and more delocalized orbitals with an increasing overlap, tending to the symmetry-adapted most occupied natural MOs, which would destroy any local character of these mono-electronic functions. This illustrates the universally possible unitary transformation of the symmetry-adapted MOs of the CASSCF wave-function into atom-centered orbitals. These orbitals of course present tails on the adjacent atoms, separated by nodal surfaces, since they are orthogonal, and the neutral CASSCF functions are not bound. Let us call OAOs the so-obtained set of orbitals. They are in a one-to-one correspondence with the atomic orbitals of a valence basis set. Hence, the various distributions of the electrons in these OAOs are in a one-to-one correspondence with the traditional VB determinants and can be considered as OVB functions. This set of determinants spans the valence space; the CASSCF wave-function can receive an OVB decomposition, and therefore enables one to give a VB-type reading of the nondynamically correlated wave-function. In the H 2 problem, the neutral versus ionic character of the determinants remains relevant, È 00 n;g ¼ ðja 00 b 00 j þ jb 00 a 00 ÞjÞ= p 2 (9) Figure 2 gives the behavior of their energies as functions of the inter-atomic distance. The physical relevance of the OVB functions appears clearly when considering the u-symmetry valence states, 
which are respectively a triplet state, of evidently pure neutral character, since each atom keeps one and only one electron, and an excited singlet state of pure ionic character, the two electrons jumping together from one atom to the other, with-out any single occupation of the atomic orbitals. In the valence space, the energy differences between the g and u OVB components are the same for the neutral ones and for the ionic ones, hÈ 00 n;g jHj È 00 n;g i À hÈ 00 n;u j H j È 00 n;u i ¼ 2K a 00 b 00 (13)
where K a 00 b 00 is the small positive exchange integral between the orbitals a 00 and b 00 . Hence,
and
the energies of the OVB components of the ground state wavefunction, F 00 n,g and F
00
i,g , should be slightly above the energies of the 3 S u þ and 1 S u þ excited states respectively. As one may see from Figure 1 this is actually true in the minimal basis set, which supports the physically meaningful character of the OVB construction (or decomposition) of the wave-function. The OVB components of the ground state, F 00 n,g and F
i,g , really have respectively a neutral and an ionic character, which is not the case for the non-OVB configurations. These statements remain relevant for extended basis sets and CASSCF functions. In this case, the neutral triplet state 3 S u , which is not affected by strong dynamical correlation effects, remains close in energy to the neutral OVB component of the ground state, as appears in Figure 2 . The ionic singlet excited state 1 S u is significantly stabilized by dynamical correlation effects, which will be discussed later, by an amount which is rather distance-independent, since it essentially concerns the correlation of the two electrons occupying the same valence atomic orbital. This also appears clearly in Figure 2 .
Of course the possible preference for a decomposition in terms of orthogonal components is also due to a cognitive or pictorial advantage (the term ''pictorial'' being free from any depreciative connotation in our mind, since we believe that most of us think with images of their rather abstract objects). We claim that analyzing requires handling disjoint rather than overlapping categories. This is true in all sciences and especially in sociology, and in a certain sense qualitative Quantum Chemistry is a Sociology of electronic populations, Lewis' picture giving the simplest reading of this population as being organized as (, ) electron pairs living in inter-atomic boxes, their private bond space. We shall see in the next section that the use of exclusive or orthogonal categories helps to understand the physics of phenomena, which no longer take place in the valence space. ple covalent bond, which we have just discussed. The single determinant approach of the bond introduces the lowest energy MO, g, which is symmetry adapted, and may be written as
when using a minimal basis set (a 0 and b 0 being orthogonal). The physical content of the HF determinant is a half-and-half mixture of the neutral and ionic OVB components,
This forced mixing, which is relevant for strong covalent bonds at their equilibrium distance, becomes stupid when the bond is stretched and is responsible for the meaningless dissociation of the HF function and potential energy curve. The same defect is present in extended basis sets. As already mentioned, the u orbital of valence character and u symmetry, which can be obtained for instance by optimizing the two-configuration CASSCF wave-function [eq. (7) All the nondynamical correlation can be understood accordingly, as the work due to the preferences of the atoms to obtain larger weights to their low energy states. The HF approximation gives a privilege to the inter-atomic delocalization and violates the intrinsic preferences of the atoms. This is especially dramatic in multiple bonds as will appear soon.
The atomic preferences can be recalled as follows: Preference for neutrality, the positive electro-affinity never compensating the larger ionization potential;
Preference for a maximum electron spread in degenerate AOs, for instance for 2p x 2p y rather than for (2p x ) 2 , when the 2p shell bears 2 electrons;
Preference for highest multiplicity spin distributions in the open shells, for instance for 2p x .2p y , which is triplet, rather than for 2p x .2p y , which is a half-and-half mixture of triplet and singlet states.
The last two preferences may be considered as direct consequences of the atomic Hund's rule.
They cannot be satisfied in the HF description, where they are simply forgotten to the benefit of the two-electron bond building, or of the inter-atomic delocalization (hence our reference to a psychoanalytic concept in the title of the present section). They actually act in more elaborate descriptions and will receive some attention or partial satisfaction in the CASSCF wave-function, which constructs an optimal compromise between the electron delocalization and the local intra-atomic order.
Let us consider a double bond A ¼ B, such as the C¼ ¼C bond of ethylene, one bond being built between the OAOs a and b, the other bond involving the OAOs a 0 and b 0 . (Notice that these symbols now concern OAOs, and should not be confused with the nonorthogonal or S À1/2 orthogonalized orbitals of the preceding section.) We shall assume that these two bonds belong to different symmetries, as and bonds. The HF determinant (omitting the core and the CH bonds parts) will be F 0 ¼ ||, where ¼ (a þ b)/H2 and ¼ (a 0 þ b 0 )/H2 (the antibonding MOs being *and * respectively). In this function each bond keeps a pair of electrons of opposite spins. The VB decomposition gives equal weights on 16 determinants, which may be distinguished according to their physical content, schematized in Figure 3, namely, two F N These various VB determinants have of course very different intrinsic mean energies, and the equality of their coefficients (60.25) imposed by the single-determinantal nature of the wave-function is a severe and unrealistic constraint. The energy ordering of the various forms is the following one, F N,H < F N,nH < F PsdI < F sI < F dI . The nondynamical correlation will restore these energetic preferences between the VB components.
Let us briefly recall the relative role of the various double excitations in the restoration of these atomic preferences. The following statements are formulated without giving their demonstrations, which represent excellent exercises on the correlation problem. In the analysis of all subsequent correlation effects, one will see that the matrix element between the reference closed shell determinant and the excited configuration is proportional to the energy differences between the VB components of lowest energy and the VB components of high energy, the weight of which will be reduced in the correlated wave function. This statement is a generalization of what was observed in the left-right correlation effect where the matrix element hgg|H|uui is equal to (J aa À J ab )/2. a. The double excitations within one or the other of the two bonds, ?** and ?**, diminish the weight of the singly ionic and doubly ionic determinants but also of the pseudo-doubly ionic determinants, which should be large. The matrix element between F 0 and these doubly excited determinants are equal to (J aa À J ab )/2 and to (J a (?*) in the bond increases the coefficient of the neutral VB determinants built from triplet states on centers A and B. The matrix element between F 0 and this doubly excited configuration is proportional to (K aa 0 À (aa 0 , bb 0 ))/2, where K aa 0 is the local exchange integral haa 0 |r 12 À1 |a 0 ai, the second integral (written in terms of interacting electronic distributions) being of negligible amplitude. One understands that the atomic exchange integral is responsible for the restoration of the spin order, since it governs the energy difference between the neutral determinants obeying (F N,H ) or not (F N,nH ) the Hund's rule. d. Finally, the valence CI will introduce a fluctuation of the number of the electrons in the bonds, through excitations of the type ' 0 ' 0 ?'*'*, (pondria: ? ** or ? **) which put 4 electrons in one of the bonds while the other is empty. The VB determinants resulting from this type of excitations did not appear in the VB decomposition of the HF wave-function. Their coefficients in the exact wave-function remain small, as well as their energetic effect.
This pedagogical analysis shows how the essential effect of the nondynamical correlation consists in the research of a better balance between the electron delocalization in the bonds and the atomic preferences. The single-determinantal description is compatible with the Lewis picture; it gives a full privilege to the 2-electron bond building but ignores entirely the resistance of the atoms to the charge fluctuation and to the participation of their excited states. If one only introduces the intra-bond double excitations, as occurring in GVB procedure, one remains within the Lewis' picture but one misses crucial aspects of the electronic correlation, which take place between bonds and restore the correct balance between the bond pairing, the interatomic delocalization and the intrinsic energetics of the atoms. Among the four types of excitation presented earlier, excitations (a) and (b) preserve the population of each bond as a pair of electrons of opposite spins, thus remaining inside the strict Lewis scheme, excitations (c) maintain a 2-electron population in each bond, but violate the spin pairing, while excitations (d) break the Lewis picture.
The analysis has been extended to triple (N 2 ) 32, 33 and quadruple (Mo 2 Cl 8 ) 33 bonds and its conclusions are illustrated in Figure 4 for the N 2 molecule and may be summarized as follows. Under the effect of the nondynamical correlation the fluctuation of the atomic orbital charge is reduced in each bond, to an extent which depends on its covalent/diradicalar ratio, the fluctuation of the atomic charge is reduced, the fluctuation of the atomic spin-momentum is increased.
Such an analysis would be welcome on the problematic sextuple bond, Cr 2 , which present extremely weak (i.e. highly correlated, almost diradicalar) bonds between orbitals of symmetry, bonds of intermediate character in the symmetry, and stronger, less correlated bonds. The existence of four bonding electrons in two bonds certainly results in special correlation effects, as occurs in the much simpler Be 2 molecule and its intriguing bond, the VB decomposition of which should be refined. 34 The nature of the nondynamical correlation between two adjacent or nonremote bonds is easy to understand as well in terms of electrostatic preferences and correlation of the movements of the electrons in these two bonds. If one schematizes the problem in a one-dimensional model, the bond AB involves the OAOs a and b, the bond CD the orbitals c and d. The bonding and antibonding bond MOs are respectively
The HF description |' AB ' AB ' CD ' CD |can be developed as the product
which gives equal weights to all doubly ionic VB structures,
, which are electrostatically favored, and
, which are highly repulsive. The double excitation from ' AB ' CD to '* AB '* CD will increase the coefficients of the formers and decrease those of the second ones, since
where J ac is the Coulomb integral between the orbitals a and c. One may consider two extreme cases, (e) for adjacent bonds AÀ ÀBÀ ÀD, the orbitals b and c belong to the same atom (B ¼ C), and the monocentric integral J bc largely prevails and imposes a negative sign to the molecular bielectronic integral. Then, one may easily check that the mixing of the HF and doubly excited determinants reduces the weight of the (e 0 ) for remote bonds, one may approximate the bi-electronic integrals J as the inverses of the interatomic distances, J ac ¼ 1/ R ac , and so on. If R is the distance between the middles of the AB and CD bonds, and if L is the length of these bonds, for a collinear arrangement
Since this integral appears at the power 2 in the correlation energy one recognizes here the R À6 dependence of the dispersion energy between the two bonds. The physical origin of the dispersion energy is clearly understood when returning to a VB transcription as due to a correlation between the fluctuations of the positions of the electrons in the two bonds, when they move leftward, from B to A in the AB bond, the probability of a leftward movement from D to C in the CD bond is larger than that of a rightward movement from C to D.
Again these inter-bond excitations (e) and (e 0 ) maintain a 2-electron population in each bond. Other inter-bond double excitations, of the type ' AB ' CD to '* AB '* AB, ' AB ' AB to '* CD '* CD and so on, introduce fluctuations of the population in each bond and violate the Lewis scheme. The corresponding couplings with the reference closed shell determinant involve interbond overlap distributions and their amplitude is usually smaller than the dipolar interactions involved in (e) and (e 0 ). This overall analysis shows that the leading nondynamical correlation effects keep the 2-electron population in the pair of bonding and antibonding orbitals of the bond, i.e. are Lewiscompatible. One might perhaps evoke here the problem of the atomic hybridization in hydrocarbons. The methane molecule is usually understood as built from a sp 3 excited carbon atom and ground state hydrogen atoms. The static HF description supports this view, for instance, when one looks at the localized CH MO. But the correlation should in principle make possible the introduction of lower energy VB components in which the C atom would be in its triply degenerate s 2 p 2 triplet ground state. What is their weight in the exact wave function? It is again a pity that such a basic pedagogical problem (with a study of the bond length influence) has never received a sufficient attention.
Another fascinating example concerns the spin-polarization phenomenon in radicals, the origin of which is extremely clear when one turns back to VB arguments and the work of the atomic Hund's rule, i.e. the preference of the atom for a high spin multiplicity. The restricted HF description of CH 3 can be written as
where the sigma bond MOs concern the three CH bonds, each of them being essentially built from an sp 2 hybrid h i on the carbon and a 1s orbital s i on the hydrogen i. In such a description there is no spin density on the H atoms. The appearance of a spin density on these atoms can be explained as resulting from the interaction with excited spin polarized determinants
but the derivation is not straightforward. It is much easier to consider the energetic hierarchy of VB determinants (accepting an sp 2 hybridization of the carbon in 2p z h 1 h 2 h 3 ). The lowest energy VB determinant satisfies the intra-atomic Hund's rule, i.e. has parallel spins on the carbon and spins on the hydrogens,
The nondynamical correlation will give a larger coefficient to this determinant than to the spin-disordered ones such as |2p z h 1 h 2 h 3 s 1 s 2 s 3 |, which no longer satisfy the Hund's rule, as clearly pictured in Figure 5 . This is another example where one sees the possible benefit of a combination of Lewis and VB arguments.
Towards a Qualitative Interpretation of the Contribution of the Dynamical Correlation to the Binding Energy?
The dynamical correlation is hardly pictured for profanes. Its contribution to the bond building remains somewhat obscure. The dynamical correlation is frequently kept from its ultimate effect, namely the creation of the Coulomb hole in the phase space. The Coulomb hole can easily be pictured, and one may of course trans- Figure 5 . The VB interpretation of the spin polarization mechanism. Energy ordering of the leading neutral VB determinants in CH 3 .
late its effect as a reduction of the inter-electronic repulsion due to the possibility to diminish the occurrence of close contact. But this remains quite general and extremely qualitative; it does not tell when and why this contribution is significant. Actually the term of dynamical correlation covers a very broad spectrum of effects, the creation of the Coulomb hole being its ultimate and most local one. In atoms the so-called radial correlation effect, coming from the excitation of an electron pair in the AO of quantum numbers (n,l) to (nþ1,l) ones, simply increases the probability to find electron 2 beyond the mean radius when electron 1 is closer to the nucleus than this mean radius. Similarly, the angular correlation brought by excitations to AOs of (n,lþp) quantum numbers increases the probability to find the 2 electrons in different angular sectors. The creation of the Coulomb hole from an orbital expansion is a slowly converging task, but one may wonder whether its achievement is really compulsory to obtain the binding energy with a chemical accuracy.
Since the dynamical correlation is obtained after the nondynamical treatment, it acts on a valence wave-function, which may be seen as a linear combination of VB components. Hiberty and Shaik 35 have suggested that the main dynamical correlation effect is a dynamical polarization effect, i.e. a specific relaxation of the various VB components to adapt their orbitals to their specific electronic distribution. One understands easily that in the ionic A À B þ VB component of H 2 the best orbital on atom A should be more diffuse than the orbital appropriate for the neutral A . B . component. This is a general effect, and it will concern simple bonds involving polyelectronic atoms as well as multiple bonds. This effect cannot be obtained when one uses a unique set of orbitals for these different VB components, as it is the case in traditional VB approaches and in valence CASSCF treatments, which define a unique set of molecularly adapted valence MOs. It cannot be kept in mean-field approaches, since it reflects the instantaneous response of the electrons of the AB Figure 6 . Schematic view of the dynamical polarization of the ionic VB determinants in F 2 : (a) orbital breathing of the 2p z active orbital and of the 2p x inactive orbitals, (b) orbital distortion of the 2p x inactive orbitals. The electrons in the 2p x orbitals are not schematized. bond and those of the neighbor bonds or lone pairs to the fluctuation of the electric field created by the electrons of the AB bond when they move from one atom to the other. This effect can be called ''dynamical polarization'' since its treatment requires to imply AOs of higher quantum numbers than the valence AOs, hence of higher kinetic energy, it reflects a nonstatic phenomenon.
One sometimes distinguishes two aspects of this phenomenon, schematized in Figure 6 , namely an ''orbital breathing'' reflecting the spatial expansion of the orbitals of the negatively charged atom in the ionic VB component, and the spatial contraction of the orbitals of the positive centre, with respect to their optimal meanfield size, which corresponds to a neutral distribution of the electrons, and an ''orbital distortion'' of the orbitals of the negatively charged atom in the direction of the positive centre, and oppositely of the orbitals of the positively charged atom to diminish their repulsion with the negative centre.
The treatment of the former requires higher n quantum number AOs, the second one AOs of higher l values.
From a practical point of view, these effects can be incorporated in VB treatments by optimizing the energies of each VB component, provided that one prevents this relaxation to fall down on the lowest single-determinantal function. This condition is satisfied for instance by imposing a zero occupation of the empty valence orbital in ionic VB structures, in post-CASSCF treatments by performing uncontracted CASþSingles CI (sometimes called first-order CI), i.e. a CI which runs on all the determinants obtained by single excitations on the top of each CAS determinant and which is sometimes called first-order CI. One understands easily that even when using symmetry-adapted MOs this level of treatment introduces these dynamical relaxation effects, since the CASSCF space is an OVB space. The perturbative post-CAS treatments which identify this class of processes, like CASPT2 or NEVPT2, may also be used to estimate this effect.
Two questions must now be addressed: when is this effect important? and is this effect the leading dynamical correlation contribution to the binding? There are other differential correlation effects which may contribute to the binding energy. One may quote the radial and angular correlation of the electron pairs which occupy the same orbital in the ionic VB forms, resulting in a lowering of the effective energy of these forms, and the dispersive excitations to nonvalence MOs, which will stabilize the neutral VB forms. Both types of excitations are double excitations from the valence to nonvalence MOs. Several groups have tried to identify exhaustively the set of excitations contributing to the bond formation, leading to the DCCI, 36 CCCI, 37 and DDCI 38 algorithms, the last one considering all semi-active double excitations.
The dynamical correlation effect on the binding energy of H 2 is small 39 (0.52 eV, half of which comes from the single excitations, i.e. breathing and distortion of the valence orbitals ). A more evident case concerns the problem of a delocalized hole in a filled band (He n þ clusters). 39 The difference between H 2 and F 2 comes from the number of electrons, which are not involved in the bond delocalization, but which are highly polarizable and respond to the fluctuation of the electric field in the ionic VB components. In F 2 these electrons are the electrons of the 6 lone pairs, 2s 2 , 2p x 2 and 2p y 2 on each atom. The spectator valence electrons which do not directly participate to the bond act as supporters responding to the fluctuation of the electric field induced by the left-right movement of the two electrons of the sigma bond. A less spectacular agreement was observed for the dissociation energy of a NH bond in NH 3 , 83 kcal mol À1 at the SCF level, 94 kcal mol À1 at the CASSCF level, and 103 kcal mol À1 when including the dynamical polarization effects, 40 the experimental value being 116 kcal mol
À1
. In view of these comments one may say that dynamical polarization is always present but that its importance for the binding energy of a given bond will depend on the specific polarizability of the electrons of the close vicinity of this bond. The effect of the dynamical polarization is so large in the F 2 bond, when compared with what it is in H 2 or CH bonds, that Shaik has proposed to distinguish them as respectively ''non-kosher'' and ''kosher'' bonds. But this effect is present in all bonds.
Regarding multiple bonds, this effect can also have small or dramatic consequences. It is proportionally rather small in the triply bonded N 2 molecule, where the CASSCF binding energy is quite good (8.89 eV for a 6-electron in 6-MO CAS, instead of 9.91 eV). In this molecule, the increase of the dissociation energy by the dynamical correlation energy does not come from the singles but from semi-active double excitations on the top of the CAS. On the contrary, the sextuply bonded Cr 2 , which has been for a decade a challenging problem for Quantum Chemistry, is not bonded at the CASSCF level, despite the huge dimension of this 12 electrons in 12 MOs complete active space. The corresponding energy at the experimental inter-atomic distance (3.2 bohr) is 1.6 eV above the asymptote. We have isolated the contribution of the single excitations processes on the top of the CAS determinants in a NEVPT2 calculation, 40 which provides an overall satisfactory estimate of De (1.49 eV, for 1.47 eV experimental value). The difference between the total dynamical correlation energy at the equilibrium distance and at infinity is À2.94 eV, the total dynamical correlation energy being 10 times larger at Re (29.41 eV) . Surprisingly enough, the contribution of the dynamical polarization to the bond building is 2.99 eV, i.e. almost identical to the total effect of the dynamical correlation, despite the fact that it represents only one third of the dynamical correlation energy (7.46 eV at Re).
This result deserves three comments: one may understand the difference between N 2 and Cr 2 as due to the existence of a polarizable core in the Cr atoms, or to a more complex physics in the two sigma bonds of Cr 2 , a situation which occurs in the paradoxical Be 2 bond; if it is not casual, the reasonable value obtained by only considering the dynamical polarization suggests a rather simple picture of the dynamical correlation contribution to the bond formation, which does not give importance to the short range Coulomb hole and identifies it as a dynamical response of the molecular electronic population to the left-right circulation of the bond electrons; the dynamical polarization does not delocalize the electrons and thus remains Lewis compatible.
This hypothesis of a crucial role of the dynamical polarization may be valid for transition-metal containing compounds. The Pd 2 Cl 4 (CO) 2 complex involves two metal atoms in a d 9 configuration, which requires at least a 2-electron in 2-MO CASSCF description. At this level the complex is not bound. Once the semi-active excitations are introduced it becomes bound, with a binding energy similar to that predicted by DFT B3LYP calculations. 41 Another famous problem in coordination chemistry concerns the diradicalar bimetallic complexes, where each metal atom bears one or several unpaired electrons. These complexes are generally of low spin multiplicity, i.e. antiferromagnetic (AF), but the theoretical evaluation of the weak magnetic coupling is difficult. The simple mean-field strict ab initio evaluations underestimate the magnetic coupling in AF complexes. It has been shown that an important increase of that coupling is obtained at the CASþS CI treatment. The rationalization of this improvement is clear when returning to VB pictures. In the simplest problem, involving two Cu(d 9 ) atoms separated by bridging ligands, the unpaired electrons occupy a metal-centered orbital a or b on atoms A and B respectively, the wave-function is purely VB neutral for the triplet state while it accepts a small ionic component in the singlet state. The situation is analogous to that of H 2 at long inter-atomic distance. The origin of the antiferromagnetism is attributed to this small admission of an ionic component in the singlet state. Treating the interaction between the ionic and neutral configurations as a perturbation of the latter, the energy difference between the two lowest states can be written to the second order as
where K ab is the direct (positive) exchange between the magnetic orbitals a and b, t ab is the matrix element between a neutral determinant and an ionic one, and U is the energy difference between the neutral and the ionic configurations. In view of our preceding remarks concerning the covalent bond, such as F 2 , one understands the role of the dynamical correlation on the amplitude of the magnetic coupling J. Actually, the Cu positive ions bear eight other d electrons, of energies close to that of the magnetic electrons, a polarizable core, and are surrounded by highly polarizable anions, such as O 2À in perovskites and superconducting 2D lattices or large bridging ligands such as the acetate group. The dynamical polarization of the ionic VB structures is huge. Accurate determinations of the effective energies of the neutral and ionic components have been performed from extensive CI calculations using the Bloch's theory of effective Hamiltonian. 42 The results obtained for the La 2 CuO 4 perovskite and the Cu 2 (CH 3 COO) 4 (H 2 O) 2 systems, both of them involving two Cu(II) centers, are reported in Table 1 . A detailed description of the systems and the computational details of the CI calculations can be found in ref. 42 . The results show that the energy difference U is reduced from its valence CAS CI value, close to 24 eV, to an effective value around 7 eV in most cuprates. This dramatic reduction is responsible for the increase of the AF coupling. The largest part of this effect comes from the single excitations on the CAS, which introduce the dynamical polarization of the VB components of the CAS. The DDCI2 space essentially adds the radial and angular correlation of the two active electrons in the ionic VB structures. As can be seen in Table 1 , their effect is negligible in these systems, the results being quite close to those obtained from CASþS CI. In many systems this level of treatment is not sufficient; it only gives about 80% of the experimental value. The lacking contribution is brought by single excitations on the bridging ligand-to-metal charge transfer (LMCT) configurations, which play a role in the spin coupling between the metallic ions. These configurations are included in the DDCI space together with the rest of semiactive configurations (involving at least one active orbital). Indeed, if one includes the appropriate bridging-ligand orbitals in the CAS and performs all single excitations on this enlarged CAS, one obtains an excellent agreement with experiment (see Table 1 ). This success again receives a VB interpretation. The CAS involves now, beyond the original neutral and ionic VB components, the LMCT components. Once one allows each of these configurations to receive its specific relaxation through single excitations, which shifts in a differential manner its effective energy, the physics of the coupling is correctly reproduced in this small valence space. 43 A general comment concerns the impact of the dynamical correlation on the VB decomposition of the ground-state wave-function. Since the dynamical correlation stabilizes more the ionic VB components than the neutral ones, the weight of the ionic structures increases slightly when compared with their values at the CASSCF level, as shown in Table 1 for the two binuclear Cu(II) systems. Hence the dynamical correlation induces a slight enhancement of the atomic charge fluctuations. Similarly, one may observe a slight diminution of the fluctuation of the atomic spin momentum under the effect of the dynamical correlation. These phenomena have been documented in ref. 33 and are illustrated in Figure 4 where one may see a slight enhancement of the 
Respective Virtues and Vices of the Three Languages of Quantum Chemistry
Quantum Chemistry possesses three different languages, using respectively the canonical delocalized MOs, the bond MOs, and atomic or atom-centered orbitals.
Of course each quantum chemist has his own preferences but a good quantum chemist has to be able to express oneself in these three languages and to know the translations between them. Actually any property is accessible from any of these entrances, but the route may be more or less direct, either for computation or for qualitative understanding. Let us summarize here the advantages and defects of these languages.
The main advantage of the delocalized picture concerns its ability to give an approximate grounded representation of collective, (we mean non-local, specific of the whole molecular structure), phenomena, the ionization potential, the spin distribution in free radicals and triplet states, the excitation spectrum, aromaticity and the stereo-specificity of electro-cyclic reactions. Handling delocalized objects it is not very appropriate for analyzing of the local factors which may govern the ground state properties. The understanding of the physical content of the electronic correlation is almost impossible from this approach.
Working with bond MOs presents a more local view of the ground state physics. It is Lewis-compatible, closer to the views of experimentalists. The analysis of the electron correlation is easier. The description of ionized and excited states remains possible as linear combinations of local ionizations or excitations (in an excitonic model), but far less compact. Aromaticity and stereo-specificities of concerted reactions appear only at high order in a perturbative approach from strongly localized MOs.
The VB approach, using even more localized units, generates longer expansions of the wave function and is not computationally very efficient. Its main virtue concerns the understanding of the electronic correlation. The stronger the correlation the more relevant the VB approach. The magnetic systems have to be thought accordingly, and the physics of strongly correlated fermions in solid state theory basically uses this approach, which has been almost abandoned by quantum chemists. One should not forget that even for excited states of delocalized systems the VB way of thinking brings absolutely crucial distinctions between covalent and ionic excited states.
It has been argued along this essay that the hierarchical strategy consisting of a valence CASSCF, followed by post-CAS treatments of the dynamical correlation represents a synthetic tool, combining the three languages. It provides delocalized MOs, to be used in the zeroth-order description of ionized or excited states. These MOs may be transformed in bond bonding and antibonding MOs, proposing a correlated analysis of the relevance of Lewis' picture. And a further localization enables one to enter in a molecularly optimized OVB analysis.
Last Epistemological Comment: Theory and Computation, Quality, and Quantities
Lewis has proposed a refinement and a rationalization of the previously guessed modelization of the molecular architecture. Reading architectures means identifying structures, subunits and scales. Chemistry is the science of molecular design and theoretical Chemistry receives the task of understanding the rules that govern these architectures, the way they respond to external perturbations, the way they interact and eventually recombine through chemical reactions. Theoretical Chemistry essentially uses quantum physics tools, but not exclusively when the leading effects can be handled through classical descriptions. Of course theoretical Chemistry also constructs the first-principle based instruments to correctly describe the wave-function and the properties. Then it produces a new object in the constellation of Sciences, namely the so-called ''Computational Chemistry.'' Theoretical and computational chemistries are closely related but have to be distinguished, since for instance neural network tools may happen to be extremely efficient predictive tools without pretending to rely on deductive arguments. In a world where pragmatism and efficiency tend to prevail over all traditional values (among which knowledge and esthetics), the survival of deduction on one hand, and of qualitative rationally grounded representations on the other hand is not guaranteed. Happily enough the understanding of the hierarchy of physical effects may frequently result in rational computational tools, and a logical link between quality and quantities is maintained in our field. One must congratulate the Editorial board of the Journal of Computational Chemistry for having offered S. Shaik the opportunity to celebrate the Lewis' breakthrough, an idea which one would have expected more likely to come from a generalist chemistry review.
